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The Aware
The supposed collapse of Roman civilization is still lamented more than 1,500
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years later-and intertwined with this idea is the notion that a fledgling religion,
Christianity, went from a persecuted fringe movement to an irresistible force that
toppled the empire. The “intolerant zeal” of Christians, wrote Edward Gibbon,
swept Rome's old gods away, and with them the structures that sustained Roman
society. Not so, argues Douglas Boin. Such tales are simply untrue to history, and
ignore the most important fact of all: life in Rome never came to a dramatic stop.
Instead, as Boin shows, a small minority movement rose to transform societypolitically, religiously, and culturally-but it was a gradual process, one that
happened in fits and starts over centuries. Drawing upon a decade of recent
studies in history and archaeology, and on his own research, Boin opens up a
wholly new window onto a period we thought we knew. His work is the first to
describe how Christians navigated the complex world of social identity in terms of
“passing” and “coming out.” Many Christians lived in a dynamic middle ground.
Their quiet success, as much as the clamor of martyrdom, was a powerful agent for
change. With this insightful approach to the story of Christians in the Roman world,
Douglas Boin rewrites, and rediscovers, the fascinating early history of a world
faith.

The 7 Laws of Magical Thinking
Aubrey Fitzwilliam is the son of a prominent ex-prime minister. He's also brilliant at
magic, but he's stuck at military school. At least he has his best friend, George,
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there to back him up. George would follow Aubrey anywhere - and with Aubrey's
talent for thinking up impulsive and daring schemes that will get them both in
trouble, that's no easy thing to do. At a royal hunting party, the boys discover a
golem, a magical creature built to perform one task: to kill Prince Albert. Aubrey
and George are hailed as heroes for foiling the murder attempt - but who sent the
golem, and why? Aubrey is far too curious to let the authorities handle this one,
and he and George start investigating

Harry Heathcote of Gangoil
Jeff Shaara dazzled readers with his bestselling novels Gods and Generals, The Last
Full Measure, and Gone for Soldiers. Now the acclaimed author who illuminated the
Civil War and the Mexican-American War brilliantly brings to life the American
Revolution, creating a superb saga of the men who helped to forge the destiny of a
nation. In 1770, the fuse of revolution is lit by a fateful command "Fire!" as
England's peacekeeping mission ignites into the Boston Massacre. The senseless
killing of civilians leads to a tumultuous trial in which lawyer John Adams must
defend the very enemy who has assaulted and abused the laws he holds sacred.
The taut courtroom drama soon broadens into a stunning epic of war as King
George III leads a reckless and corrupt government in London toward the
escalating abuse of his colonies. Outraged by the increasing loss of their liberties,
an extraordinary gathering of America's most inspiring characters confronts the
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British presence with the ideals that will change history. John Adams, the idealistic
attorney devoted to the law, who rises to greatness by the power of his words . . .
Ben Franklin, one of the most celebrated men of his time, the elderly and
audacious inventor and philosopher who endures firsthand the hostile prejudice of
the British government . . . Thomas Gage, the British general given the impossible
task of crushing a colonial rebellion without starting an all-out war . . . George
Washington, the dashing Virginian whose battle experience in the French and
Indian War brings him the recognition that elevates him to command of a colonial
army . . . and many other immortal names from the Founding Family of the colonial
struggle - Abigail Adams, Thomas Jefferson, Joseph Warren, Samuel Adams,
Richard Henry Lee - captured as never before in their full flesh-and-blood
humanity. More than a powerful portrait of the people and purpose of the
revolution, Rise to Rebellion is a vivid account of history's most pivotal events. The
Boston Tea Party, the battles of Concord and Bunker Hill: all are recreated with the
kind of breathtaking detail only a master like Jeff Shaara can muster. His most
impressive achievement, Rise to Rebellion reveals with new immediacy how
philosophers became fighters, ideas their ammunition, and how a scattered group
of colonies became the United States of America.

Blaze of Memory
A halfbreed's search for a mysterious slave woman leads her to a lawless land of
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dark dunmagic and an evil that poses a threat to all the Isles of Glory.

The Authentic Life of Billy, the Kid
Like a saint's relics, Dante's bones have been stolen, exhumed, and worshiped.
Guy Raffa narrates the Florentine poet's hereafter--the physical afterlife of the
writer who vividly imagined the spiritual afterlife. In the story of the bones lies the
tale of Dante's evolution from Renaissance to Italian to nationalist hero, and finally
global icon.

Fundamental Laws
The original Apache Kid is dead, gunned down in an ambush by a pack of
murderous cowards. His friend Johnny Bart, the Rawhide Kid, wants to make the
killers pay. But someone else is also hunting those murderers, someone who may
have a claim to the title of Apache Kid.

Rise to Rebellion
Renaissance Man
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Book 3 in the popular series. “And they lived happily ever after.” In fairy tales,
that’s always how things end. The prince and princess ride away on his white
horse, and from then on all’s right with the world. But what if it wasn’t? What if the
prince’s life didn’t suit the princess? What if she felt stifled by life inside the castle
walls? Could she tell him? And if she loved him—really loved him—how could she
ask him to give up his kingdom?

Machine Wars
After finishing their year-end exams, Aubrey Fitzwilliam and his best friend George
travel to the Gallian capital, Lutetia, and find that someone is stealing people's
souls and turning them into mindless monsters, and it up to them to track down
the stolen Heart of Gold, the country's magical lifeline.

Tex
Tex Ewalt was educated before he came west and can quote Shakespeare,
philosophy, and the Bible, which spices up his conversation some. He's gotten
restless again and hopes to hook up with Hopalong Cassidy and Red Connors. He
takes the train south to the mining town of Windsor, Kansas, and decides to stay a
while and make some money playing poker. Windsor, though, is run by Gus
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Williams, an old enemy. The chaos that ensues leads to a fight between the miners
and the railroad--and more than one gunfight . . . in Clarence E. Mulford's Tex. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

A Blaze of Glory
In his darker moments, Martin Rosenthal can't help but compare the trajectory of
his life with that of his grandfather, Frank. On the one hand, school, A-levels, going
to university. On the other, a fighter pilot in the Battle of Britain - an American
adventurer who crossed the world to volunteer in a foreign war. Frank went down
in a final blaze of glory, leaving behind a mythical legacy that has burdened the
lives of his son and grandson. For Martin, his own earth-bound existence seems
like a scale-model of the real thing, his obsession with aeroplanes a pale attempt
to live out Frank's adventures. But everything is about to change. First the
enigmatic Chrisantha introduces Martin to the weightless pleasure and crashing
pain of love, then her brother Rupert involves him in a break-in at the university
lab, searching for evidence of a secret weapons project. Suddenly Martin's life is
spiralling out of control, leading him into a dangerous labyrinth of truth, lies and
illusions - with the ghost of Frank lurking at the centre. 'Suspenseful and incisive
work brilliant' The Times 'His plots rival Iain Banks' Mirror 'A page-turning thriller
that combines a storyteller's gift with intellectually brilliant invention' Publishing
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News 'From the start Dronfield holds your attention with his fluent prose and a fine
descriptive eye A good storyteller he keeps the attention through what would
otherwise be a long book it builds to an amazing conclusion Comparisons with Iain
Banks abound - fairly - and I'd mention William Boyd and Rupert Thompson as
examples of books which can hold a story so well with more than a few hidden
depths' Crime Time 'Jeremy Dronfield has the ability to put himself in the time and
place he wishes to depict, grasping at the skeins of memory and experience He
grabs you by the collar with his first five words a sentence crackling with suspense
and leads you through more than 600 pages of stylish and gripping prose' South
Wales Argus

The Australian Law Times
From the New York Times bestselling author of Shards of Hope, Shield of Winter,
and Heart of Obsidian, who creates a “breathtaking blend of passion, adventure,
and the paranormal”* A woman without a past becomes the pawn of a man who
controls her future… Dev Santos discovers her unconscious and battered, with no
memory of who she is. All she knows is that she’s dangerous. Charged with
protecting his people’s most vulnerable secrets, Dev is duty-bound to eliminate all
threats. It’s a task he’s never hesitated to complete…until he finds himself drawn
to a woman who might yet prove the enemy’s most insidious weapon. Stripped of
her memories by a shadowy oppressor, and programmed to carry out cold-blooded
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murder, Katya Haas is fighting desperately for her sanity itself. Her only hope is
Dev. But how can she expect to gain the trust of a man who could very well be her
next target? For in this game, one must die… “I wished I lived in the world Singh
has created.”—*New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter

Dante's Bones
Laws from Heaven for Life on Earth
Harvard law review
Aubrey Fitzwilliam is the son of a prominent ex-prime minister. He's also brilliant at
magic, but he's stuck at military school. At least he has his best friend, George,
there to back him up. George would follow Aubrey anywhere - and with Aubrey's
talent for thinking up impulsive and daring schemes that will get them both in
trouble, that's no easy thing to do. At a royal hunting party, the boys discover a
golem, a magical creature built to perform one task: to kill Prince Albert. Aubrey
and George are hailed as heroes for foiling the murder attempt - but who sent the
golem, and why? Aubrey is far too curious to let the authorities handle this one,
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and he and George start investigating

A Blaze of Glory
The murder of Colonel Fountain is the most notorious of New Mexico's many
"unsolved" killings. Pat Garrett came out of retirement to track down the killers,
and this resulted in the bloody gunfight at the Wildy Well. Feared gunman Oliver
Lee and two others were charged with the crime. Albert Bacon Fall who liked to
brag that he never lost a murder trial defended them. This "trial of the decade"
was the climax of the west's last great range war, a war so violent that it cost New
Mexico statehood for three decades. A huge camp was thrown up overnight in the
rugged mountain camp of Hillsboro to accommodate the hundreds of newsmen
who flocked in from across the nation. The Tularosa War was a fight for control of
the Southwest. The bodies of the two victims were never found. Fall won as he
predicted he would, only to meet his downfall and disgrace as the principal figure
of Washington's Teapot Dome Scandal. Fountain and Garrett lost the Tularosa War,
but both men are still thought of as two of the frontier's best, giants among giants.

The Trial at Bar of Sir Roger C. D. Tichborne, Bart., in the Court
of Queen's Bench at Westminster, Before Lord Chief Justice
Cockburn, Mr. Justice Mellor, & Mr. Justice Lush, for Perjury,
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Commencing Wednesday, April 23, 1873, and Ending Saturday,
February 28, 1874
A fictional account of one of the bloodiest battles of the Civil War, told from the
perspectives of participants on both sides, recreates the April 1862 surprise attack
by Confederate forces on the Union Army at Shiloh.

The Bar-20 Three and Tex
The Law of Nations
Burning Blue
Blood Law
Coming Out Christian in the Roman World
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Blaze of Glory
In recent years, more and more Christians have come to appreciate the Bible's
teaching that the ultimate blessed hope for the believer is not an otherworldly
heaven; instead, it is full-bodied participation in a new heaven and a new earth
brought into fullness through the coming of God's kingdom. Drawing on the full
sweep of the biblical narrative, J. Richard Middleton unpacks key Old Testament
and New Testament texts to make a case for the new earth as the appropriate
Christian hope. He suggests its ethical and ecclesial implications, exploring the
difference a holistic eschatology can make for living in a broken world.

Under and Alone
A captivating paranormal from a rising voice in erotic romance. As undisputed
Alpha, Rafael must choose a life mate to preserve the dominance of his Lycan
pack. He never suspected his mate would be a human, the same wounded girlwoman he seduced from the brink of death. Falon is a dangerous combination of
Lycan and Slayer-bred to destroy his kind. She's also a mesmerizing beauty whose
sensuality tempts the warrior to take risks. Surrendering to their primal heat could
destroy them bothfor a vengeful foe awaits to take what is rightfully his by Blood
Law.
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In a Blaze of Glory
"The Glory that excelleth"; or, Ritualism out of date. A sermon
[on 2 Cor. iii. 10], etc
Harvard Law Review
Blaze of Glory
Blaze of Glory
The Bourne Identity meets The Terminator in this fast-paced technothriller for boys
aged 10 to 14. Unknown to the world, a superintelligence has emerged – and it
wants to eliminate Bram Argent . . . The superintelligence can control any machine
connected to the net, and it uses them as its unstoppable agents to achieve its
ends. And the superintelligence is paranoid. Controlling the entire world is its only
way to ensure its own existence. Bram’s mother is a high-level computer scientist.
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She’s been investigating the possibility of the emergence of a superintelligence
and she has evidence. But the superintelligence has become aware of her – and
decided she needs to be eliminated. Now she's in hiding. Bram must flee and find
his parents – while being hunted by every machine on the planet. His friend Stella
is caught up in the pursuit and becomes a target because of their friendship.
Together, they must survive in an interconnected world where any machine might
instantly become a lethal predator . . .

Blaze of Glory
In this witty and perceptive debut, a former editor at Psychology Today shows us
how magical thinking makes life worth living. Psychologists have documented a
litany of cognitive biases- misperceptions of the world-and explained their positive
functions. Now, Matthew Hutson shows us that even the most hardcore skeptic
indulges in magical thinking all the time-and it's crucial to our survival. Drawing on
evolution, cognitive science, and neuroscience, Hutson shows us that magical
thinking has been so useful to us that it's hardwired into our brains. It encourages
us to think that we actually have free will. It helps make us believe that we have an
underlying purpose in the world. It can even protect us from the paralyzing
awareness of our own mortality. In other words, magical thinking is a completely
irrational way of making our lives make rational sense. With wonderfully
entertaining stories, personal reflections, and sharp observations, Hutson reveals
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our deepest fears and longings. He also assures us that it is no accident his
surname contains so many of the same letters as this imprint.

Our Corrupt Legal System
The U.S.S. Enterprise™ is assigned to the planet K'Trall -- a planet just coming out
rom under the heel of barbarous suppression. When the planet's newly emerging
freedom is threatened by a rouge ship attacking Federation shipping, Captain JeanLuc Picard and his crew put their lives on the line to protect K'Trall from the raids.
But the planet itself holds a deadly secret, one that could lead to a ressurgence of
the despotic cruelty they have suffered for centuries. With time running out,
Captain Picard must see his way past a maze of deadly deception, with billions of
lives hanging in the balance.

A New Heaven and a New Earth
“…it is my hope my readers are left with a lasting impression of the extent to
which Jesus is able to reach down into human demise and resuscitate those who
have been deemed by society as the least, the last, the lost, the lame and the
lonely. I was included among them and I thank Him for my rescue…”
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Blaze of Glory
The Harvard Law Review is a student-run journal of legal scholarship. It is intended
to be an effective research tool for practicing lawyers and students of the law. The
Review publishes articles by professors, judges, and practitioners and solicits
reviews of important recent books from recognized experts.

The Parliamentary Debates
Magic and alternate history mixed with a large serving of boys' own adventure and
a pinch of the fun and wittiness of Sherlock Holmes . . . Aubrey Fitzwilliam is the
son of a prominent ex-prime minister. He's also brilliant at magic, but he's stuck at
military school. At least he has his best friend, George, there to back him up.
George would follow Aubrey anywhere - and with Aubrey's talent for thinking up
daring schemes that will get them both in trouble, that's no easy thing to do. At a
royal hunting party, the boys discover a golem, a magical creature built to perform
one task: to kill Prince Albert. Aubrey and George are hailed as heroes for foiling
the murder attempt - but who sent the golem, and why? Aubrey is far too curious
to let the authorities handle this one, and he and George start investigating . . .

Laws Of Magic 1: Blaze Of Glory
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Womanist spirituality, the author asserts, grows out of individual and communal
reflection on African American faith and life. In this book, she explains that
womanist spirituality is not grounded in the notion that spirituality is a force, a
practice separate from who we are moment by moment. It is the deep kneading of
humanity and divinity in one breath, one hope, one vision.

Heart of Gold
In a Blaze of Glory
Apache Skies
A continuation of the original saga of Hopalong Cassidy: two complete novels from
Clarence E. Mulford in one low-priced edition Bar–20 Three When Hopalong and
Red hear that Johnny Nelson has been knocked over the head and robbed of a big
chunk of cash over in Mesquite, they race to his aid—and are immediately framed
for a bank robbery. Then the trouble really begins. Tex Tex Ewalt was educated
before he came west and can quote Shakespeare, philosophy, and the Bible, which
spices up his conversation some. He's gotten restless again and hopes to hook up
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with Hopalong Cassidy and Red Connors. On the way he takes the train south to
the mining town of Windsor, Kansas and decides to stay a while and make some
money playing poker. Windsor, though, is run by Gus Williams, an old enemy. The
chaos that ensues leads to a fight between the miners and the railroad--and more
than one gunfight. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Law Journal
Remarks on Military Law and the Punishment f Flogging
In 1998, William Queen was a veteran law enforcement agent with a lifelong love
of motorcycles and a lack of patience with paperwork. When a “confidential
informant” made contact with his boss at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, offering to take an agent inside the San Fernando chapter of the Mongols
(the scourge of Southern California, and one of the most dangerous gangs in
America), Queen jumped at the chance, not realizing that he was kicking-starting
the most extensive undercover operation inside an outlaw motorcycle gang in the
history of American law enforcement. Nor did Queen suspect that he would
penetrate the gang so successfully that he would become a fully “patched-in”
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member, eventually rising through their ranks to the office of treasurer, where he
had unprecedented access to evidence of their criminal activity. After Queen spent
twenty-eight months as “Billy St. John,” the bearded, beer-swilling, Harley-riding
gang-banger, the truth of his identity became blurry, even to himself. During his
initial “prospecting” phase, Queen was at the mercy of crank-fueled criminal
psychopaths who sought to have him test his mettle and prove his fealty by any
means necessary, from selling (and doing) drugs, to arms trafficking, stealing
motorcycles, driving getaway cars, and, in one shocking instance, stitching up the
face of a Mongol “ol’ lady” after a particularly brutal beating at the hands of her
boyfriend. Yet despite the constant criminality of the gang, for whom planning cop
killings and gang rapes were business as usual, Queen also came to see the
genuine camaraderie they shared. When his lengthy undercover work totally
isolated Queen from family, his friends, and ATF colleagues, the Mongols felt like
the only family he had left. “I had no doubt these guys genuinely loved Billy St.
John and would have laid down their lives for him. But they wouldn’t hesitate to
murder Billy Queen.” From Queen’s first sleight of hand with a line of
methamphetamine in front of him and a knife at his throat, to the fearsome faceoff with their decades-old enemy, the Hell’s Angels (a brawl that left three bikers
dead), to the heartbreaking scene of a father ostracized at Parents’ Night because
his deranged-outlaw appearance precluded any interaction with regular citizens,
Under and Alone is a breathless, adrenaline-charged read that puts you on the
street with some of the most dangerous men in America and with the law
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enforcement agents who risk everything to bring them in.
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